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Abstract: Modern society places a high importance on online education because of how quickly technology is 

developing and how education must change to keep up. E-learning is the only option left following the COVID-19 

pandemic to keep instruction going during lockdowns, though. Artificial plays an important role in it. The avoidance of 

unfair means occurring during online exams is one of the most challenging circumstances exam invigilators encounter. 

Some of the issues can need consulting nearby references or perhaps getting assistance from neighbours. The principles 

of facial detection and recognition by Local Binary Pattern Histogram Algorithm, Dlib, toolkit, OpenCV library, and 

YOLOv3 are used in this research to offer a smart invigilation system that can facilitate exam enrollments and eliminate 

methods of impersonation and cheating. The evaluation of responses, particularly those of the subjective variety, is one 

of the main difficulties of online exams. Subjective responses gauge a student's capacity for information retention and 

verbal expression. Subjective questions, in contrast to objective questions, may have more than one valid response. 

These responses can state the same thing in a different language and grammatical structure. As a result, grading 

subjective questions manually takes a lot of time and is difficult to automate. This work uses machine learning (ML) 

and natural language processing (NLP) to automatically grade subjective questions. The objective response and the ideal 

response offered by the body that formulated the question were contrasted in the study. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Machine learning (ML) approaches are a group of algorithms that aim to identify patterns in data and link those patterns 

to specific classes of samples in the data. For example, an ML model can predict whether a person is healthy or sick 

based on a set of features describing them, or it can predict whether an animal will receive treatment or not based on 

features describing it, or it can determine whether molecules have the potential to interact or not. Such patterns can also 

be found by ML techniques in an agnostic way, that is, without any knowledge of the classes. These techniques are 

known as supervised and unsupervised machine learning, respectively. Reinforcement learning is a third type of machine 

learning (ML) that looks for a series of steps that help achieve a certain objective together. Using cutting-edge 

computational techniques, we explain a number of supervised and unsupervised machine-learning strategies and 

illustrate a number of archetypal cases. Since reinforcement learning is complicated, it is not covered in full here; 

interested readers are directed to several very good reviews of the subject. Since our aim is to draw biomedical 

researchers' attention to the abundance of potent machine learning techniques and their potential to support both basic 

and applied research programs, we concentrate on concepts rather than processes. A statistical model is trained by an 

algorithm to generate predictions about an unlabeled instance in supervised learning. 
 

Making computers understand natural language is the fundamental goal of natural language processing. But that's not a 

simple task. Structured data, such as spreadsheets and database tables, may be understood by computers. However, 

unstructured data, such as human languages, writings, and voice recordings, is more difficult for computers to grasp, 

necessitating the use of natural language processing. Natural language data is widely available in a variety of formats, 

and if computers could comprehend and interpret it, things would get a lot easier. There are various methods by which 

we can train the models to produce the desired results. It would be fantastic if computers could comprehend the vast 

amount of literature that has been produced by humans over thousands of years of writing. However, the task will never 

be simple. There are a lot of challenges out there, such as coreference resolution (which is, in my opinion, the most 

difficult thing), accurate Named-Entity Recognition (NER), accurate sentence comprehension, and accurate part-speech 

prediction. True human language understanding is impossible for computers. A well-trained model can distinguish and 

attempt to classify different parts of speech (noun, verb, adjective, supporter, etc.) based on inputted data and experiences 
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if sufficient data is fed into it Artificial Intelligence (AI) has emerged as a transformative force across numerous domains, 

redefining how we interact with technology and information. Within AI, the role of natural language processing (NLP) 

and conversational agents, such as Platforms and virtual assistants, has gained significant prominence. 

 

A key element that underpins the efficacy of these systems is prompt engineering, an advanced process that involves 

crafting input queries or prompts to solicit meaningful and contextually relevant responses from AI models. 

 

II. HISTORY & BACKGROUND 
 

Preliminaries: - 

 

The number of exams and tests that must be graded likewise rises as student enrolment in educational institutions keeps 

rising, which adds time and effort to the professors' grading of the papers. Thus, it can be argued that an online grading 

system is a useful remedy for this issue, removing the extra time and effort that teachers could instead devote to other, 

more crucial areas. 

 

The principles of human intellect that have been duplicated form the basis of artificial intelligence (AI) technology. 

Universal Artificial Intelligence, which cannot exist without combining self-awareness and self-cultivation components 

into Artificial Neural Networks, operates on the principle of dual contingency. It is recommended that intelligent agents 

be created on the IBM Bluemix platform using IBM Watson technology. Within the chatbot's Moodle learning 

management system, these agents must automate communication between the student and the teacher.    

 

Md.Arafat Sultan in [12] and Bachman in [5] discuss the use of NLP to grade the responses submitted by the students. 

Md. Arataf and co-authors proposed a system wherein they provide a high-accuracy short answer grading system, by 

using various features like semantic vector similarity which enables integration of finer-grained lexical similarity 

measures, question decoding, term weighting, and length ratio which at last captures the comparative length of the 

answers provided by the student and model answer. Moreover, there is a large scope for improvement in factors like 

modality and polarity which can go undetected. 

 

In [11], Xinhua Zhu suggests a mechanism for automatically scoring short answers. due to the absence of the ASAG 

corpus (Automatic Short Answer Grading). They suggested using a pre-trained BERT model to score the exams. Finding 

datasets in other foreign languages appears to be quite challenging because there aren't enough corpora or datasets to 

fully train a model. Therefore, Leila Ouahrani proposes a grading system for Arabic languages in [8] by gathering a 

dataset consisting of 5 different types of questions, 2133 student responses to each of these 5 types of questions, along 

with model answers, and using them to develop a grading system for foreign languages.  

 

A real-time system that could track and categorise human face and mouth gestures was described by Nuria et al. in [4]. 

They implemented Hidden Markov Models, or HMMs, in their system and used 2-D blob characteristics to classify head 

movements and other expressions [4]. Their method [4] has undergone sufficient testing and has been able to classify 

objects with 100% accuracy.   
 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

Software used for grading uses the model-and-similarity technique. 
 

 Two essential elements in the development of the suggested automatic subjective answer grading program utilising 

machine learning are the bert-base-nli-mean-tokens model and cosine similarity. 
 

Algorithm 1 For the software, the authors employed the Cosine Similarity Technique and the Bert-Basenli-Mean-Tokens 

model. Google created a pre-trained language model called Bert-base-nli-meantokens. It is tailored for natural language 

inference (NLI) problems and is based on the transformer architecture. 

 

Its underlying method makes use of a deep neural network with attention mechanisms, which enables the model to focus 

on various elements of the input sentence when producing a prediction. The model was trained to foretell whether the 

relationship between two sentences is one of entailment, contradiction, or neutrality during fine-tuning. 
 

The "mean-tokens" part of the name refers to the fact that the model outputs a fixed-length vector representation (mean 

pooling) of the token-level representations for a given input sentence. This fixed-length representation was then used as 

input for the NLI task 
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Cosine Similarity is used to measure the similarity between two vectors in an inner product space. It is used to determine 

whether two vectors are pointing in the same direction. In this paper’s use case, it was used to measure the similarity 

between two texts. Given two vectors, the cosine similarity score was calculated as the dot product of the vectors divided 

by the magnitude of each vector. The resulting score ranges from -1 to 1, with a score of 1 indicating complete similarity 

and a score of -1 indicating complete dissimilarity. The formula to find the cosine similarity between two vectors ‘x’ 

and ‘y’ is – where x.y = dot product of the vectors ‘x’ and ‘y’.  ||x|| and ||y|| = length of the two vectors ‘x’ and ‘y’.  

||x||*||y|| = cross product of the two vectors ‘x’ and ‘y’.  

 

 Working explained: The bert-base-nli-mean-tokens model was used to obtain vector representations of student 

responses and reference answers in the context of computerised short answer grading. Cosine similarity was then used 

to compare these representations to assess how closely the student responses matched those of the references. The cosine 

similarity score can be used to rate student answers automatically and as a proxy for answer qualityA model called Bert-

basenli-mean-tokens was previously trained on a sizable corpus of text, enabling it to learn a general representation of 

language. The model is able to further specialise its representations during fine-tuning for the automatic short response 

grading assignment, better capturing the meaning of short answers. The model was able to make use of its pre-training 

and fine-tuning by comparing student answers to reference answers using these representations, which allowed it to 

carry out automatic short-answer grading with high accuracy. This makes it an effective tool for educational systems 

and applications that use machine learning.  

 

Therefore, by incorporating cosine similarity into the automatic short answer grading system the authors leveraged the 

strengths of both the bert-base-nli-meantokens model and cosine similarity. The pre-trained BERT model provides 

strong representations of the student answers, while cosine similarity provides a simple and effective way to compare 

the similarity of these representations to reference answers. Machine learning is leveraged in this process by fine-tuning 

the BERT model on a short answer grading task, allowing it to learn to generate representations that are well-suited for 

comparison using cosine similarity.  

 

IV. RESULTS & OBSERVATIONS A. Model Selection The authors compared a variety of models and then chose the 

bert-base-nli-mean-tokens model for their automatic short answer grading software based on its comparatively better 

performance on benchmark datasets for NLI Tasks. 

 

IV. SUGGEST DIFFERENT SOLUTIONS BASED ON A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE 

EXISTING SYSTEM 
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1. Suitability for text data: Cosine similarity is well suited for finding similarity between texts as it considers both the 

meaning and structure of the texts. Euclidean distance and Jaccard similarity are not well-suited as they do not consider 

the meaning of the texts. 

 

2. Interpretability: All three techniques have good interpretability as they are easy to understand and interpret. 

 

3. Computational Complexity: Cosine similarity has medium computational complexity, while Euclidean distance and 

Jaccard similarity have low computational complexity. 

Hence, cosine similarity was selected for the software as it is well-suited for text data and has good interpretability 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

In general, the smart test invigilation system was successful in enrolling and recording the attendance of students who 

must take part in online exams. It was quite accurate at tracking student eye contact and identifying when someone 

talked (while taking into account whether the exam was muted or whether someone tried to whisper or mouth 

something). People can rely on this system since it can warn authorities when specific student acts are suspected of being 

unfair, making it easy to monitor multiple pupils. 

 

This paper has introduced 'base-level' work and concepts that have numerous opportunities for better performance and 

development in the future and can be upgraded to produce a relaxed, impartial online exam invigilation system In 

general, the smart test invigilation system was successful in enrolling and recording the attendance of students who must 

take part in online exams. It was quite accurate at tracking student eye contact and identifying when someone talked 

(while taking into account whether the exam was muted or whether someone tried to whisper or mouth something). 

People can rely on this system since it can warn authorities when specific student acts are suspected of being unfair, 

making it easy to monitor multiple pupils. 

 

This paper has introduced 'base-level' work and concepts that have numerous opportunities for better performance and 

development in the future and can be upgraded to produce a relaxed, impartial online exam invigilation system. 

 

1. A Student-Teacher Dashboard, where a teacher can create questions as a singleton or a group for a test and at the same 

time view scores of students graded by the BERT model. 

 

2. Since no ML Algorithm is 100% accurate, the web app also allows teachers to edit scores graded by the model in case 

he/she feels the need to do so, thus getting a perfect amalgamation of Machine learning and human touch. 

 

3. A Student dashboard is provided which allows students to answer the question(s) created by teachers and assess their 

grades once graded by the model. Real-time changes would be reflected if the teacher updates the student's score. 

 

Creating an online system which can use AI for creating questions, monitoring students, using facial recognition on run 

time, and creating a secure online system for the university 
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